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                   A Resource Guide to Less-Restrictive Options 

 

 

Supported Decision-Making and other less-restrictive options are part of an important 

movement to protect people’s rights and help them live better lives. Learn more inside! 
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We all need help in life sometimes, especially to make  

certain decisions.  Asking people for help to make  

decisions when we need it is what  

Supported Decision-Making is all  

about.  If we have a disability, though, 

sometimes people think we need a  

legal guardian to make decisions for  

us, which removes our right to make 

decisions about our life.  There are  

many ways we can learn and practice 

decision making skills before  

considering guardianship.  This  

Resource Guide will introduce some 

of the ways we can get help without  

giving up our right to make our own decisions.  
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The guide is broken up into different areas of life that we all 

experience.  In each area, you can click on the arrow next to a word 

or phrase to learn more about how to use each kind of support.      

                            

If you are connected to the internet while you go through this guide, 

you will be able to watch some videos and click on links to more 

information on certain subjects, too.  
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Here’s your table of contents for what’s inside.  Click a word or 

phrase below (you might have to hold the CTRL button at the 

same time) to go to that section of the guide.  
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Payee   
• A payee is a person or organization assigned by Social Security to manage a person’s benefit money.  The payee  

can help us create a budget and make sure that bills and important living expenses get paid.  After all the 

budgeted expenses are handled, we have access to money that’s left over for other things we want.  A good 

payee will also involve us in our budgeting so we know where our money is going, and so we can learn about 

managing their money.  Visit the links below to learn more Payees:  

o Social Security – Representative Payee 

o FAQ for Representative Payees (including how to apply to become payee) 

Power of Attorney (Financial) 
• We can decide we want someone else, called an “agent”, to make certain financial decisions for us, by 

documenting this on Power of Attorney form and having it notarized (or signed by two witnesses).  We can give 

the agent a lot of authority, or we can limit that authority to specific kinds of actions and decisions.  To use a 

Power of Attorney, also called a POA, we have to understand that we’re giving permission to someone else to 

make decisions on our behalf.  We can cancel or modify the Power of Attorney later on, as long as we still 

understand what we’re doing at the time.  Here are some forms to use for Financial Power of Attorney: 

o Limited Power of Attorney 

o Durable Power of Attorney   

Joint Bank Account 
• A bank account can be set up so that more than one person has access to and authority over it, or so that certain 

limits apply to it. This can help us transition into learning how to manage our own money, and it allows for 

opportunities to make financial decisions together with someone else while we are learning.  Check with your 

local bank for details about joint accounts.  

https://www.ssa.gov/payee/
https://www.ssa.gov/payee/faqrep.htm
https://fclawlib.libguides.com/ld.php?content_id=8143153
https://fclawlib.libguides.com/ld.php?content_id=8143113
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 Special Needs Trust Fund 
• Trust funds can be set up to hold and manage large amounts of money without affecting our eligibility for 

benefits like Social Security, Medicaid or a Waiver, or Housing Assistance.  A trustee manages the money and 

uses it to pay for things that our benefits do not cover.  You can learn more about Special Needs Trust Funds by 

visiting these links: 

o Disability Benefits 101 – Trust Funds  

o STABLE Accounts 

Technology & Apps 
• There are many ways to use technology to help us manage our money, from online banking and autopay for bills, 

to budgeting apps or reminders we can set on our phone or tablet.  New technology becomes available all the 

time, so begin exploring what’s out there!  

o Atvisor 

o Disability Cocoon 

Benefits Analysis & Planning 
• Working and earning money can create a lot of opportunities for us, like having money to buy and do things we 

want.  If we work and receive benefits, we might have questions about how those two things affect one another.  

Maybe we are afraid we’ll lose our benefits if we work, or we want to learn about other programs that help us 

work and save money.  We can meet with someone to help us understand what our options are.  They can give 

us important information so we can make informed decisions about working. Here is  a great place to start:   

o Employment First – Benefit Planning Information 

Supported Decision-Making 
• Supported Decision-Making means getting help to understand information so that we can make our own 

decisions.  We reach out to people we trust to help us, but we get to make the final decision.  When it comes to 

money, we might want to talk to someone about a big purchase, about prioritizing what we buy, or about ways to 

https://oh.db101.org/oh/situations/workandbenefits/assets/program2d.htm
https://oh.db101.org/oh/situations/workandbenefits/assets/program2d.htm
https://www.stableaccount.com/
https://www.atvisor.ai/en
https://disabilitycocoon.com/
https://ohioemploymentfirst.org/view.php?nav_id=84
https://ohioemploymentfirst.org/view.php?nav_id=84
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 earn or save more money.  Sometimes people document Supported Decision-Making Agreements on forms, like 

this: 

o ACLU Supported Decision-Making Agreement    

o Cents and Sensibility – A Guide to Money Management for People with Disabilities 

Financial Planning & Counseling 
• There are experts and professionals who can help us learn about managing or saving our money, or get better at 

those things.  Some nonprofits provide free financial counseling, so see what’s available in your area.  Special 

Needs Planners may be attorneys or bank employees who can give us advice about how to plan for our future.  

Find one here: 

o Special Needs Answers – Find a Planner  

https://www.pdffiller.com/jsfiller-desk14/?requestHash=8ed1fc29c3176250fd71b577897e048ab265b3aa1b1bb73fc9ee1283a17a6ecf&et=l2f&projectId=553280848#ef00b334358dc357d2b6c9d3a963f0d0
http://www.nasddds.org/uploads/documents/Financial_Education_Booklet.pdf
https://specialneedsanswers.com/ohio-special-needs-planners
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Release of Information 
• When we sign a  release of information (HIPAA), we are giving permission to doctors and other professionals to 

share important health and medical information about us with other people.  We can decide who these other 

people are, and we can decide what information gets shared with them.  If we choose to have information shared 

with people we trust, it might be easier for them to help us make decisions about our health. 

Supported Decision-Making 
• Making decisions about our health can be hard sometimes.  What our doctor tells us might be confusing.  While 

we can always ask the doctor to explain it in a way we can understand, we can also ask other people we trust to 

help us understand things better so we can make an informed decision.  Maybe we know someone who has 

taken the same medication, or who has had the same condition or surgery.  We can ask them about their 

experience or for advice.  Or maybe we need someone who really understands us to communicate with our 

doctor or another professional for us.  All of these things can be done as part of Supported Decision-Making!  

Here are some places to learn more about Supported Decision-Making and Healthcare: 

o Supported Decision-Making in Healthcare and Medical Treatment Decisions 

http://supporteddecisionmaking.org/legal-resource/supported-decision-making-health-care-medical-treatment-decisions
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o  
o ACLU Supported Decision-Making Agreement 

Technology & Apps 
• When it comes to our health, there are all kinds of technologies we can use to help us stay on top of things.  Pill 

reminders and medication dispensers can help us remember to take our medication, or we can use alarms and 

https://www.pdffiller.com/jsfiller-desk14/?requestHash=8ed1fc29c3176250fd71b577897e048ab265b3aa1b1bb73fc9ee1283a17a6ecf&et=l2f&projectId=553280848#ef00b334358dc357d2b6c9d3a963f0d0
https://www.youtube.com/embed/Qi07_WriG60?feature=oembed
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 calendars in our phones or tablets to remind us of important things.  Some doctors offer virtual check-ups or 

check-ins, too.  Whatever it is you need, it’s probably out there!  Here are some resources to help you find it: 

o Atvisor 

o Disability Cocoon 

o Lending Library  

Power of Attorney (Healthcare) 
• We can decide we want someone else, called an “agent”, to make certain healthcare decisions for us, by 

documenting this on Power of Attorney form and having it notarized (or signed by two witnesses).  We can give 

the agent a lot of authority, or we can limit that authority to specific kinds of actions and decisions.  To use a 

Power of Attorney, also called a POA, we have to understand that we’re giving permission to someone else to 

make decisions on our behalf.  We can cancel or modify the Power of Attorney later on, as long as we still 

understand what we’re doing at the time.   

o Disability Rights Ohio – Creating a Durable POA for Healthcare 

o Ohio Healthcare Power of Attorney    

Advance Directive/Living Will 
• We might have strong feelings about what kind of medical treatment we want or do not want in the future, 

especially if our life depends on it (i.e.: life support).  When this is the case, we can create an Advance Directive r 

Living Will where we document what we want to happen.  This way doctors and other medical professionals can 

follow our wishes even if we are not able to express them at the time.  We might also want someone else to make 

decisions about our healthcare and medical treatment in the future if we are not able to.  In these cases, we can 

use a Power of Attorney as stated above. 

o Ohio Living Will Declaration 

 

 

 

https://www.atvisor.ai/en
https://disabilitycocoon.com/
https://youtu.be/D5yDFqvMUUM
https://www.disabilityrightsohio.org/advance-directives-for-mental-health-treatment-ohio-power-attorney#:~:text=If%20you%20are%20an%20Ohio,influence%20in%20executing%20the%20document.
https://probate.franklincountyohio.gov/PBCT-website/media/Documents/Forms/Advance%20Directives/State-of-Ohio-Health-Care-Power-of-Attorney.pdf?ext=.pdf
https://probate.franklincountyohio.gov/PBCT-website/media/Documents/Forms/Advance%20Directives/State-of-Ohio-Health-Care-Power-of-Attorney.pdf?ext=.pdf
http://www.hospiceofdayton.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/10/advance-directives-2015-livingwill.pdf
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Counseling  
• It’s not always easy to know what to do in our relationships, whether they’re work relationships, friendships, romantic relationships, or 

something else.  Sometimes it’s helpful to talk to someone like a counselor who can help us understand our thoughts and feelings, figure 

out how we want to be treated in different relationships, and learn how to treat other people with respect. 

Supported Decision-Making 
• Supported Decision-Making can help us make decisions about our relationships, too.  We can reach out to people we know and ask them 

for advice.  Maybe we know someone who has been in a similar situation, and they can tell us how they handled it.  Or we can get help 

to practice having a conversation with a friend or romantic partner.   Sometimes we even weigh the pros and cons of being in a 

relationship to help us decide what to do.  In addition to asking people for help, there are other resources that can help us learn what we 

want out relationships: 

o Healthy Relationships 

o ACLU Supported Decision-Making Agreement 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://arcwhatcom.org/wp/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/Healthy-Relationship-Workbook.pdf
https://www.pdffiller.com/jsfiller-desk14/?requestHash=8ed1fc29c3176250fd71b577897e048ab265b3aa1b1bb73fc9ee1283a17a6ecf&et=l2f&projectId=553280848#ef00b334358dc357d2b6c9d3a963f0d0
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 Chosen Representative   
• If you receive services in the Developmental Disabilities System and you’re not comfortable making decisions 

about your services by yourself, you can ask someone ese to do that for you.  This person will be your Chosen 

Representative.  They have to be an adult and they can’t benefit financially from the decisions they make for you.  

You have to put this agreement in writing.   

o Chosen Representative Form 

 

Technology & Equipment 
• Technology is a part of everyday life for most of us!  If you need assistance with something, from cooking and 

cleaning to eating and getting dressed, or communicating with other people, there’s probably technology out 

there to help!  Maybe an app or reminder on your phone can help you remember important things, or a device 

turns your stove off if you forget to, or an in-home assistant can turn your lights off and on or adjust the 

thermostat for you.  You can even learn how to fix something around the house by watching a video online.  Here 

are some places that are designed to help you find the technology you need and answer any questions you 

might have, even if you’re not “tech savvy”: 

https://dodd.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/dodd/your-family/safety-security/chosen-representative
https://dodd.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/dodd/your-family/safety-security/chosen-representative
https://dodd.ohio.gov/wps/wcm/connect/gov/9389643c-efcf-4ef2-8d8c-53c197936f78/dd_chosen_representative-Form.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CONVERT_TO=url&CACHEID=ROOTWORKSPACE.Z18_M1HGGIK0N0JO00QO9DDDDM3000-9389643c-efcf-4ef2-8d8c-53c197936f78-mWksXM.
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o  

https://www.youtube.com/embed/Z7VxEhwibtI?feature=oembed
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o  

https://www.youtube.com/embed/G00CxWnEqEQ?feature=oembed
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o  
o Atvisor 

o Disability Cocoon 

o Lending Library  

o Ohio Developmental Disabilities Council – Technology Lending Programs Guide 

o Lending Library Map 

https://www.atvisor.ai/en
https://disabilitycocoon.com/
https://youtu.be/D5yDFqvMUUM
https://ddc.ohio.gov/Resource-Library/Technology-Lending-Programs-Guide
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?ll=41.27547393459367%2C-83.31652580000004&z=8&mid=1VmVwwH7iiAc-CxRnzaRrwCalmHVVMQBk
https://www.youtube.com/embed/ozVf8ipmHW4?feature=oembed
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 o iPhone Accessibility 

Supported Decision-Making 
• We all need help to make some decisions sometimes.  We might ask people we trust for advice or talk to experts 

to get their opinions or to understand our options.  Other times it might help us to role-play a situation or make a 

pros and cons list.  Even though we are asking for help, we still make the final decision.  And the more help we 

get to practice making our own decisions, the better we get at it over time!  Sometimes we put a Supported 

Decision-Making agreement in writing so everyone knows what to do.  Supported Decision-Making is a 

movement happening all over the world, so give it a try! 

https://www.apple.com/accessibility/iphone/?fbclid=IwAR21i9ajTDvpoN7QXWklO9OuCpKgQMMnuoJcOA_4-TQXhCa5XMMphdLgzw0
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o   
o ACLU Supported Decision-Making Agreement 

o An Introduction to Supported Decision-Making  

o Example: Jamal Feeling Safe, and Supported Decision-Making  

o Decision-Making Profile 

https://www.pdffiller.com/jsfiller-desk14/?requestHash=8ed1fc29c3176250fd71b577897e048ab265b3aa1b1bb73fc9ee1283a17a6ecf&et=l2f&projectId=553280848#ef00b334358dc357d2b6c9d3a963f0d0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P-dVMndxxUA&pbjreload=101
https://helensandersonassociates.com/blog/jamal-feeling-safe-and-supported-decision-making/?fbclid=IwAR3NUIfxwLrQAL8To4dhCRo6tVO2U1Jwra9ZnsmeIkYY63gH6M4FofmyqME
http://helensandersonassociates.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/Decision-making-profile-copy.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/embed/aI3aJfs6-X4?feature=oembed
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 Conservator  
• Sometimes we are mentally able to review information and make decisions, but physically we’re unable to – 

maybe because we’re sick or because in our older age some things just don’t work as well as they used to.  When 

this is the case, we can choose a Conservator to act on our behalf.  We have to ask Probate Court to approve and 

supervise this arrangement,  but we get to decide who the person is, what they help us with, and how long the 

arrangement should last.  It’s kind of like a voluntary guardianship.  Here’s just one example of someone who 

could use a conservator: 

o What is a conservatorship?   

 

 

 

 

http://www.laribee-hertrick.com/literature/conservatorship
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Supported Decision-Making 
• A life worth living usually involves taking some risks, but how do we decide when to take a risk and when to play it 

safe?  Or maybe we need help to stay safe or help to understand why something is dangerous.  When we use 

Supported Decision-Making, we reach out to people around us for help to understand information or situations 

so we can make a decision which is best for us.  These people can help us understand what might happen if we 

make certain choices, role-play potentially dangerous situations and how to respond to them, help us make a 

pros and cons list, or use tools like the Happy & Safe Gride (below) to help us understand our options and make 

a decision so we can be both happy and safe.   
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o  
o ACLU Supported Decision-Making Agreement 

https://www.pdffiller.com/jsfiller-desk14/?requestHash=8ed1fc29c3176250fd71b577897e048ab265b3aa1b1bb73fc9ee1283a17a6ecf&et=l2f&projectId=553280848#ef00b334358dc357d2b6c9d3a963f0d0
https://www.youtube.com/embed/c3c5gdxh_14?feature=oembed
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 Protection Order 
• We all have the right to feel safe.  If someone is hurting or threatening us, we can ask the court to order them to 

stay away from us.  This can sometimes be hard if the person who is treating us badly is someone we know, but 

remember that no one should feel unsafe.  You can learn more about Protection Orders here: 

o Understanding Protection Orders 

Technology & Apps   
• From security systems to fingerprint door locks, remote supports and emergency response pendants to water 

temperature controls and virtual in-home assistants, there is a bunch of technology nowadays that can help us 

stay safe and get help in an emergency when we need it.  There are also places out there to help us find what we 

need.  Explore the resources below for more information: 
 

https://makridislaw.com/understanding-protection-orders-in-ohio/
https://makridislaw.com/understanding-protection-orders-in-ohio/
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o  
o Atvisor 

o Disability Cocoon 

o Lending Library  

 

https://www.atvisor.ai/en
https://disabilitycocoon.com/
https://youtu.be/D5yDFqvMUUM
https://www.youtube.com/embed/5uLnCy34vSg?feature=oembed
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Safety Plan  
• Sometimes talking about unsafe situations and how we might respond to them can help us feel more prepared 

and develop our problem-solving skills.  One of the tools we can use for this is a Safety Plan.  We might never 

have to use it, but thinking about how to stay safe can come in handy if we find ourselves in a dangerous situation 

later on.  Here are some resources to help us create our own Safety Plan: 
o Adult Advocacy Centers  

o Safety Planning Guidebook – Self-Directed  

o Safety Planning Guidebook – Assisted  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.adultadvocacycenters.org/news/adult-advocacy-centers-hope-to-empower-i-dd-community-with-new-safety-planning-guidebooks/
https://www.adultadvocacycenters.org/news/adult-advocacy-centers-hope-to-empower-i-dd-community-with-new-safety-planning-guidebooks/
https://www.adultadvocacycenters.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Safety_Planning_Guidebook_Self-Directed.pdf
https://www.adultadvocacycenters.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Safety_Planning_Guidebook_Assisted.pdf


  
 

 

We hope you found the information in this guide helpful.  The 

guide is a work in progress because new resources are created or 

found all the time!  If you think we missed something that should 

be included in the next version, please let us know:    

                           jyoung@ohinetworkforinnovation.com 

 

Below are some additional resources you can explore, including 

some that we reviewed while putting together this guide: 

• Adult Advocacy Centers - A Guide to Informed Consent for People with Disabilities 

• Disability Rights Ohio - Guardianship: Frequently Asked Questions 

• National Resource Center for Supported Decision-Making 

 

 

This guide was created by the Ohio Network for Innovation (ONI) as part of the Supported 

Decision-Making Project.  Additional resources about Supported Decision-Making and 

other services offered by ONI can be found at www.ohionetworkforinnovation.com, and on 

our Facebook and YouTube pages.   

mailto:jyoung@ohinetworkforinnovation.com
https://www.adultadvocacycenters.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/AACs_Informed_Consent_Guide.pdf
https://www.disabilityrightsohio.org/guardianship-frequently-asked-questions#guardian
http://supporteddecisionmaking.org/
http://www.ohionetworkforinnovation.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Ohio-Network-for-Innovation-113078930343340
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmLGv70SVoXB_xkmMPdZP5Q

